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Abstract

In this paper we show how the trees in the Penn treebank can
be associated automatically with simple quasi�logical forms� Our ap�
proach is based on combining two independent strands of work� the
�rst is the observation that there is a close correspondence between
quasi�logical forms and LFG f�structures �van Genabith and Crouch�
�		
�� the second is the development of an automatic f�structure an�
notation algorithm for the Penn treebank �Cahill et al� ��a� Cahill
et al� ��b�� We compare our approach with that of �Liakata and
Pulman� ����

� Introduction

Probabilistic parsers and grammars extracted from treebanks �c�f� �Char�
niak� ���	
� provide an attractive way of inducing large coverage syntac�
tic resources� However� automatic construction of logical forms for such
large coverage grammars is a non�trivial task� In this paper we present
the �rst steps towards this goal we show how the trees in the Penn tree�
bank can be associated automatically with simple quasi�logical forms in�
spired by �Alshawi � Crouch� ����
� Our approach is based on combining
two independent strands of work the �rst is the observation that there is
a close correspondence between quasi�logical forms and Lexical�Functional
Grammar �LFG� f�structures �van Genabith and Crouch� ���	
� the second
is the development of an automatic proto�f�structure annotation algorithm
for the Penn treebank �Cahill et al� ����a� Cahill et al� ����b
� In our ap�
proach we automatically annotate the trees in the Penn�II treebank �Marcus
et al� ����
 with LFG f�unctional��structures �Kaplan and Bresnan� �����
Bresnan� ����� Dalrymple� ����
 and then translate the resulting f�structures
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into simple quasi�logical forms� Currently� using this method we can asso�
ciate ����	� of the trees in the Penn�II treebank with a quasi�logical form�
Our method can be combined with probabilistic parsers in a pipeline archi�
tecture �Cahill et al� ����c
�
The paper is structured as follows �rst� we brie�y describe the basics of

LFG f�structures� quasi�logical forms �QLFs� and how to translate between
them �van Genabith and Crouch� ���	
� Second� we outline the automatic
proto�f�structure annotation method developed in �Cahill et al� ����a� Cahill
et al� ����b
� Third� we extend this method towards proper f�structures to
include traces for non�local dependencies and passive� Fourth� we extend the
theoretical work described in �van Genabith and Crouch� ���	
 to cover the
data provided by the Penn�II treebank� Finally� we compare our approach
with related work by �Liakata and Pulman� ����
� conclude and outline
further work�

� LFG F�Structures and Quasi�Logical Forms

��� Lexical�Functional Grammar

Lexical�Functional Grammar �LFG� �Kaplan and Bresnan� ����� Bresnan�
����� Dalrymple� ����
 is an early member of the family of uni�cation�
�more correctly constraint�� based grammar formalisms �FUG� PATR�II�
GPSG� HPSG etc��� At its most basic� an LFG involves two levels of rep�
resentation c�structure �constituent structure� and f�structure �functional
structure�� C�structure represents surface grammatical con�gurations such
as word order and the grouping of linguistic units into larger phrases� The
c�structure component of an LFG is represented by a CF�PSG �context�free
phrase structure grammar�� F�structure represents abstract syntactic func�
tions such as subj�ect�� obj�ect�� pred�icate� etc� in terms of recursive
attribute�value structure representations� These functional representations
abstract away from particulars of surface con�guration� While languages
di�er with respect to surface con�guration �word order etc�� they may still
encode the same �or very similar� abstract syntactic functions �or predicate�
argument structure�� To give a simple example� typologically� English is a
SVO �subject�verb�object� language� while Irish is a verb�initial VSO lan�
guage� However� a sentence like John saw Mary and its Irish translation
Chonaic Se�an M�aire� while associated with very di�erent c�structure trees�
have structurally isomorphic f�structure representations� as illustrated in
Figure ��
C�structure trees and f�structures are related in terms of projections
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Figure � C� and f�structures for an English and corresponding Irish sentence

�indicated by arrows in Figure ��� These projections are de�ned in terms of f�
structure annotations in c�structure trees �equations describing f�structures�
originating from annotated grammar rules and lexical entries� A sample
set of LFG grammar rules with functional annotations �f�descriptions� is
provided in Figure �� Optional constituents are indicated by brackets�

��� Quasi�Logical Forms

Quasi�Logical Forms �QLFs� �Alshawi � Crouch� ����
 provide the seman�

tic level of representation employed in the Core Language Engine �CLE�
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Figure � Sample LFG grammar rules for a simple fragment of English
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�Alshawi� ����
� The two main characteristics of the formalism are under�
speci�cation and monotonic contextual resolution� QLFs give �partial� de�
scriptions of intended semantic compositions� Contextual resolution mono�
tonically adds to this description� e�g� by placing further constraints on the
meanings of certain expressions like pronouns� or quanti�er scope� QLFs are
interpreted by a truth�conditional semantics via a supervaluation construc�
tion over the compositions meeting the description�
Unresolved QLFs give the basic predicate�argument structure of a sen�

tence� mixed with some syntactic information encoded in the category at�
tributes ��num�sg�spec�every�� of QLF terms and forms� As an example�
the string every representative supported a candidate would give rise to a
QLF of the form

�Scope�support�term��r�	num
sg�spec
every��representative��Q��S��

term��g�	num
sg�spec
a��candidate��P��R��

The motivation for including syntactic information in QLFs is that res�
olution of anaphora� ellipsis or quanti�er scope may be constrained by syn�
tactic factors �Alshawi� ����
�

��� From F�Structures to QLFs� I

F�structures encode predominantly abstract syntactic information with some
semantic information approximating predicate�argument structure in the
form of �semantic form� PRED values and quanti�cational information in
the form of SPEC values��

�������
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While there is clear di�erence in approach and emphasis� unresolved QLFs
and f�structures bear a striking similarity and� for simple cases at least� it
is easy to see how to get from one to the other in terms of a translation
function ���� �van Genabith and Crouch� ���	
�
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The core of the ���� mapping taking us from f�structures to QLFs places
the values of subcategorizable grammatical functions into their argument
positions in the governing semantic form and recurses on those arguments�
From this rather general perspective the di�erence between f�structures and
QLF is one of information packaging rather than anything else�

� Automatic Proto�F�Structure Annotation

Given an f�structure annotated version of the Penn�II treebank and a map�
ping from f�structures to QLFs� we can associate the trees in the Penn
treebank with QLFs� The question is how do we get a version of the Penn�
II treebank annotated with f�structures� Given a parse�annotated string
�c�structure�� f�structures are computed from the functional annotations on
the RHSs of PSG rules and lexical entries involved in the tree� Clearly�
one way of associating the Penn�II treebank with f�structure information
is to �rst automatically extract the CFG from the treebank following the
method of �Charniak� ���	
� second� manually annotate the extracted CFG
rule types �and lexical entries� with f�structure information� third� automat�
ically match the annotated CFG against the parse�annotated strings in the
treebank� and fourth� collect and resolve the f�structure annotations in the
matching rules to generate an f�structure� Unfortunately� the large num�
ber of CFG rule types in treebanks �� ��� ��� for Penn�II� makes manual
f�structure annotation of grammar rules extracted from a complete treebank
prohibitively time�consuming and expensive�
Can the process of annotating treebank trees with f�structure informa�

tion be automated� As far as we are aware� to date we can distinguish three
di�erent types of automatic f�structure annotation architectures�

� annotation algorithms�

� regular expression based annotation�

� �at� set�based tree description rewriting�

All approaches are based on exploiting categorial and con�gurational

�These have all been developed within an LFG framework and although we refer to
them as automatic f
structure annotation architectures they could equally well be used
to annotate treebanks with e�g� HPSG feature structure or indeed Quasi
Logical Form
�QLF� �Liakata and Pulman ����� annotations�
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information encoded in trees� Some also exploit the Penn�II functional an�
notations��

With annotation algorithms� two variants are possible� An annotation
algorithm may

� directly �recursively� transform a treebank tree into an f�structure �
such an algorithm would more appropriately be referred to as a tree
to f�structure transformation algorithm�

� indirectly �recursively� annotate CFG treebank trees with f�structure
annotations from which an f�structure can be computed by a constraint
solver�

The earliest approach to automatically identify SUBJ� OBJ etc� nodes
in CFG trees structures is probably �Lappin et al� ����
�� Their algorithm
identi�es grammatical function nodes to facilitate the statement of transfer
rules in a machine translation project�
The �rst direct automatic f�structure annotation algorithm we are aware

of is unpublished work by Ron Kaplan �p�c�� from ���	� Kaplan worked
on automatically generating f�structures from the ATIS corpus to generate
data for LFG�DOP applications� The approach implements a direct tree to
f�structure transduction� The algorithm walks through the tree looking for
di�erent con�gurations �e�g� np under s� �nd np under vp� etc�� and �folds�
or �bends� the tree into the corresponding f�structure�
A regular expression�based automatic f�structure annotation method�

ology is described in �Sadler et al� ����
� The idea is simple �rst� the
CFG rule set is extracted from the treebank �fragment�� second� regular
expression�based annotation principles are de�ned� third� the principles are
automatically applied to the rule set to generate an annotated rule set�
fourth� the annotated rules are automatically matched against the origi�
nal treebank trees and thereby f�structures are generated for these trees�
Since the annotation principles factor out linguistic generalisations� their
number is much smaller than the number of CFG treebank rules� In fact�
the regular expression�based f�structure annotation principles constitute a
principle�based LFG c�structure�f�structure interface�
In a companion paper� �Frank� ����
 develops an automatic annotation

method that in many ways is a generalisation of the regular expression�based

�Note that apart from SBJ and LGS functional annotations or tags in the Penn

II treebank do not provide LFG predicate
argument style annotations but semantically
classify modifying PP constituents as TMP �temporal� LOC �locative� etc� modi�ers�

�This was recently pointed out to us by Shalom Lappin �p�c���

	



annotation method� The idea is again simple �rst� trees are translated into
a �at set representation format in a tree description language� second� anno�
tation principles are de�ned in terms of rules employing a rewriting system
originally developed for transfer�based machine translation architectures�
In contrast to �Sadler et al� ����
 which applies only to �local� CFG rule
contexts� �Frank� ����
 can consider arbitrary tree fragments� Secondly� it
can be used to de�ne both order�dependent cascaded and order�independent
annotation systems� �Liakata and Pulman� ����
 have developed a similar
approach to map Penn�II trees to QLFs�
The approaches detailed in �Sadler et al� ����� Frank� ����
 and com�

pared in �Frank et al� ����
 are proof�of concept and operate on small subsets
of the AP and Susanne corpora�� In our more recent research �Cahill et al�
����a� Cahill et al� ����b
 we have developed an algorithmic indirect anno�
tation method for the � ����� parse annotated strings in the Wall Street
Journal section of the Penn�II treebank�
The algorithm is implemented as a recursive procedure �in Java� which

annotates Penn�II treebank tree nodes with f�structure information� The
annotations describe what we call �proto�f�structures�� which

� encode basic predicate�argument�modi�er structures�

� interpret constituents locally �i�e� do not resolve long�distance depen�
dencies or �movement� phenomena encoded as traces in the Penn�II
trees��

� may be partial or unconnected �the method is robust in case of miss�
ing annotations� a sentence may be associated with two or more uncon�
nected f�structure fragments rather than a single complete f�structure��

Even though the method is encoded in the form of an annotation al�
gorithm �i�e� a procedure�� we did not want to completely hardwire the
linguistic basis for the annotation into the procedure� In order to support
maintainability and reusability of the annotation algorithm and the linguis�
tic information encoded within� the algorithm is designed in terms of three
main components that work in sequence

L�R Context APs � Coordination APs � Catch�All APs

L�R Context Annotation Principles are based on a tripartition of the
daughters of each local tree �of depth one� i�e� of CFG rules� into a pre�x�

�This is not to say that these approaches cannot be scaled to a complete treebank�
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head and su�x sequence� We automatically transform the Penn�II trees into
head�lexicalised trees by adapting the rules of �Magerman� ����� Collins�
����
� For each LHS type �np� vp� � � � � in the Penn�II CFG rule types we
construct an annotation matrix� The matrix encodes information on how to
annotate CFG node types in the left �pre�x� and right �su�x� context in
Rule RHSs� Table � gives a simpli�ed matrix for NP rules�

NP left context head right context

subcat DTCD� �spec�� NNNNSNP� ��� � � �

ADJP� ���adjn SBARVP� �relmod��
non
sub NNNNSNP� ���headmod PP� ���adjn

� � � NNNNSNP� �app��

Table � Simpli�ed� partial annotation matrix for NP rules

For each LHS category� the annotation matrices are populated by
analysing the topmost frequent rules types such that the token occurrence
of the rule types in the corpus covers at least ���� To give an example� this
means that instead of looking at � 	� ��� NP rule types in the Penn�II cor�
pus� we only look at the ��� most frequent rule types� To keep L�R context
annotation principles simple and perspicuous� they only apply if the local
tree does not contain coordination� �Like and unlike� coordinate structures
are treated by the second component of our annotation algorithm� Finally�
the algorithm has a catch�all and clean�up component�
Annotation coverage is measured in terms of f�structure fragmentation

�the method is robust and in case of missing annotations may deliver uncon�
nected f�structure fragments for a tree�� Annotation accuracy is measured
against a manually constructed gold�standard with f�structures for ��� trees
randomly selected from Section �� of the Penn�II treebank��

 f�str� fragmentation
frags  sent percent

� ��� ����

� ����� �����

All annotations Preds�only

Precision ����	 �����

Recall ����� �����

Table � Proto�f�structure annotation fragmentation� precision and recall�

�Our gold
standard f
structures are available for inspection at
http���www�computing�dcu�ie��away�Treebank�treebank�html�
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� From �Proto�� towards �Proper��F�Structures

Table � shows that our proto�f�structure annotation is complete� and high
quality� Unfortunately� proto�f�structures are not su�cient for compilation
of high�quality logical predicate�argument�modi�er structure in the form
of QLFs� The reason is that proto�f�structures do not encode passive nor
any non�local �long�distance� dependencies� In the Penn�II treebank trees
these are encoded in terms of traces and coindexed empty productions in
the trees� Empty productions and traces are completely ignored in the
automatic proto�f�structure annotation algorithm and linguistic material is
interpreted locally where it occurs in the tree�
The Penn�II trees mark non�local dependencies �and partly passive con�

structions� in terms of a typology of traces relating �moved� material to po�
sitions marked by a coindexed empty node where the moved material should
be interpreted� In our research to date we have concentrated on traces for
A and A! movement �movement to argument and non�argument positions�
including traces for wh�questions� relative clauses� fronted elements and sub�
jects of participal clauses� gerunds and in�nitival clauses �including both
controlled and arbitrary PRO��
In contrast to the proto�f�structure annotation which ignores empty pro�

ductions� our new extended f�structure annotation translates traces in Penn�
II trees into corresponding coindexation in the f�structure representations�
The treatment of traces �as well as passive annotation� is implemented in a
new fourth component of our annotation algorithm

L�R Context APs � Coord APs � Catch�All APs � Trace APs

Null constituents are treated as full nodes in the annotation �except
passive empty objects� and traces are recorded in terms of INDEX " i f�
structure annotations� Traces without index are translated into arbitrary
PRO� The encoding of passive is important as LFG �surface�syntactic� gram�
matical functions such as SUBJ and OBJ di�er from �logical� grammatical
functions surface�syntactic grammatical functions are identi�ed in terms
of e�g� agreement phenomena while logical grammatical functions are more
akin to thematic roles� The surface�syntactic subject of a passive sentence
is usually a logical object� while a surface grammatical object of an optional

�The remaining ��� sentences receiving no f
structure are due to inconsistent annota

tions causing attribute
value structure clashes in the constraint solver� We are con�dent
that the remaining inconsistent annotations will be eliminated soon�
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by�prepositional phrase is usually the logical subject� This is exempli�ed
in the �argument�switch� between a proper f�structure and a QLF for the
string an agreement was brokered by the U�N�

�
�����������
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�
PRED �AGREEMENT�

NUM SG

SPEC A

�
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PASSIVE �

OBLby

�
��
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����

�
�����������

�Scope�broker�term��r�	num
sg�spec
the��U�N���Q��S��

term��g�	num
sg�spec
an��agreement��P��R��

In order to capture these �argument�switches�� we extend our automatic
f�structure annotation procedure with a �PASSIVE " #� annotation in rel�
ative� matrix and subordinate clauses triggered by a variety of contexts
encoded in the Penn�II treebank� including sequences of forms of be or get
followed by past participles followed by empty NPs in object position coin�
dexed with the surface subject NP position or by the presence of an LGS

�logical subject� Penn�II tag in by�prepositional phrases�
A treebank example involving the interaction of passive� relative clause

traces and arbitrary PRO is provided in the Appendix�
In order to determine the quality and coverage of the new annotation

algorithm we updated our ��� gold�standard f�structure annotated sentences
from Section �� with passive and trace information for wh�questions� relative
clauses� fronted elements and subjects of participal clauses� gerunds and
in�nitival clauses to measure precision and recall� We also compute the
fragmentation�

 frags�  sent�

� 	��

� �����

� �

all annotations preds only

Precision ����� �����

Recall ���	� �����

Table � Proper�f�structure annotation fragmentation� precision and recall�

Proper f�structure annotation precision and recall results are an improve�
ment on the best �in terms of coverage� proto�f�structure annotation results
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�preds only precision ����� against ������ recall ����� against ������� indi�
cating that the extended annotation algorithm can reliably determine traces
for wh�questions� relative clauses� fronted elements and subjects of partic�
ipal clauses� gerunds and in�nitival clauses as well as passives� and re�ect
them accurately in terms of indices in the f�structure representations� Frag�
mentation� however� goes up considerably� Currently more 	�� sentences do
not get an annotation due to inconsistent annotations �against ��� for the
proto�f�structure annotation�� We are currently working on improving these
�gures�

��� From F�Structures to QLFs� II

In our work we employ a modi�ed and much scaled down subset of the
full QLF formalism as presented in �Alshawi � Crouch� ����� van Genabith
and Crouch� ���	
� We distinguish between terms and form�ula�s� Every
predicate is associated with a distinguished referential argument an even�
tuality� variable for verbal predicates and an individual variable for other
predicates� For nominal structures� individual variables follow the predicate
separated by a colon� while they precede all other predicates� Where pos�
sible� we distinguish between quanti�ed and non�quanti�ed nominal struc�
tures� Quanti�ed terms are of the form q�Quant�Ty�Var�Restr� where
Quant is the surface quanti�er�determiner� Var is the referential argument�
Ty is sg� pl or ud �unde�ned� and Restr is of the form Pred�Var �in sim�
ple cases�� Non�quanti�ed terms �e�g� proper names� bare plurals etc��
are of the form q�Ty�Var�Pred�Var�� Verbal predications are of the form
Var�Pred�Arg�����Argn� where Argi are terms or forms� Formulas are
fully unscoped� i�e� no attempt is made to provide quanti�er scope pre�x
constraints as provided by the full QLF formalism� Modi�cation �adjectival�
adverbial� prepositional phrase� relative clauses etc�� is treated via relational
md�x�y� �modi�er� or eq�x�y� predicates linking modi�ers with referential
arguments� We do not currently use the higher�order lambda abstraction
nor the contextual resolution facilities of the original QLF formalism�
The f�structure to QLF translation algorithm is based on �van Genabith

and Crouch� ���	
 and extends it to include passive structures� f�structure
indices for wh�questions� relative clauses� fronted material and subjects of
participal clauses� gerunds and in�nitival clauses� modi�cation �adjectival�
adverbial� prepositional and appositional sentential and non�sentential ad�
juncts as well as relative clauses� and coordinate structures�

�Our translation does not distinguish between event and state variables�
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Because of reasons of space� here we can only discuss a single� simple
aspect of the translation algorithm in the case of a passive f�structure
component the algorithm �rst tries to determine whether it can �nd a logical
subject� i�e� a sub�f�structure marked LGS " #� If this is the case� the
translation of the sub�f�structure is used as the logical subject in the QLF
translation of the passive structure� while the QLF translation of the surface
subject f�structure is used as the logical object in the QLF translation� This�
and the interaction with relative clause traces� is illustrated in the example
provided in the Appendix� If no logical subject is marked in the f�structure�
the algorithm inserts a non�speci�c q�a�ud�x�	UNDEF	�x� logical subject
term�
Currently� the f�structure�QLF translation algorithm associates �	���

of the ����� f�structures �������� generated with a QLF� This means that
����	� ��	���� of the ����� trees in the Penn treebank receive a QLF� This
number is likely to go up as our work proceeds�

� A Tree De�Transformation Approach

It is interesting to compare our work with �Liakata and Pulman� ����
�
Liakata and Pulman translate Penn�II treebank trees into �at� set�based de�
scriptions much like �Frank� ����
 and then match these descriptions with
templates to extract logical forms� In order to cope with passive and non�
local ��moved�� material� they preprocess the ��at representations of the�
treebank trees to undo the e�ects of movement fronted �topicalised� mate�
rial is moved back to the location of its coindexed empty node in the tree�
passives are transformed into essentially their active counterparts etc� These
�de�transformed� trees� where crucially all material is now located where it
should be interpreted semantically� are then matched by a small number of
logical form extraction templates� The considerable advantage of this ap�
proach is that the logical form extraction templates are now much simpler
than they would be for the original trees�
Similarly� in our case� the translation of trees into logical forms is sim�

pli�ed by the intermediate level of f�structure representation�
However� there is a deeper reason why the tree de�transformation ap�

proach developed by �Liakata and Pulman� ����
 is not available to us� The
reason is the following empty productions and coindexed null elements
required to de�transform trees are not the standard fare in probabilistic
parsing �except� to a certain extent� in Collins! ������ model ��� Indeed�
treebanks are usually preprocessed to eliminate empty productions before
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extracting a PCFG �c�f� �Charniak� ���	
�� Similarly� standard LFG �Ka�
plan and Bresnan� ����� Bresnan� ����� Dalrymple� ����
 assumes surface
oriented c�structures� traditionally without empty productions �as in what
you see is what you get�� What is more� we cannot use a de�transformed
treebank as a basis to extract a PCFG as the CFG rules extracted from a
de�transformed treebank do not re�ect surface strings�
Given this� it is not immediately clear how one can automatically obtain

full Penn�II�style trees complete with empty nodes and coindexation for new
text which can then be de�transformed to generate good QLFs�
In addition to annotating treebank trees with �proto� and proper�� f�

structures and QLFs� we have extracted PCFGs from proto�f�structure anno�
tated and unannotated versions of the Penn�II treebank �Cahill et al� ����c
�
These PCFG parsers generate proto�f�structures for new text� Proto�f�
structures show material where it was encountered� not where it should
be interpreted�
In LFG� non�local dependencies and traces are resolved in f�structure in

terms of functional uncertainty expressions �regular expressions over paths
in f�structures� located where extraposed or dislocated material is actually
found� without any need for corresponding traces and null elements in c�
structure �Bresnan� ����� Dalrymple� ����
�
What we have shown in the present paper is how to transfer traces

from Penn�II treebank trees into automatically generated f�structures� The
question is can we use this resource to automatically compute functional
uncertainty expressions� The answer is yes the traces in the f�structures
generated from the Penn�II treebank trees indicate source and target sites
for dislocated material in f�structures� Given these� we can automatically
compute shortest paths through f�structures linking source and target� We
then collect these paths and compact them into regular expressions yield�
ing functional uncertainty expressions� As in standard LFG� these are then
associated with extraposed material �e�g� in the values of TOPIC and FOCUS

attributes for fronted material� relative clauses and wh�constructions etc��
and we can parse with standard PCFGs �without empty productions and
coindexation across c�structure tree nodes� and resolve non�local dependen�
cies at f�structure� Given this� we will be able to construct viable logical
forms from automatically generated f�structures for new text�
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	 Conclusion

We have presented a methodology for associating Penn�II treebank trees
with simple QLFs by combining and extending the work of �van Genabith
and Crouch� ���	
 and �Cahill et al� ����a� Cahill et al� ����b
� Currently
this method associates ����	� of the ����� sentences in the treebank with
a QLF�
We are currently annotating our ��� test sentences from Section �� with

gold�standard QLF information to evaluate the results of our automatic f�
structure to QLF translation� We are re�ning and extending the coverage
of the translation� We are working on computing functional uncertainty
equations from f�structure paths� Finally� it would be interesting to compare
our QLFs with the ones generated by �Liakata and Pulman� ����
�
The f�structures and QLFs for the �rst ���� sentences of the Penn�

II are available for inspection at http�

www�computing�dcu�ie
�josef

f� sent f�str�html�� sent qlf�htmlg�
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Appendix

The plant � which is owned by Hollingsworth � Vose Co� � was under contract with Lorillard
to make the cigarette filters �

subj � relmod � focus � index � �
pred � which

subj � index � �
passive � �
xcomp � subj � index � �

passive � �
tense � past
pred � own
adjunct � � � obj � conj � � � num � sing

pers � 	
pred � hollingsworth

	 � pred � vose
num � sing
pers � 	


 � pred � �co��
num � sing
pers � 	

pred � �
lgs � �
pform � by
pred � by

pred � be
tense � pres

spec � det � pred � the
pers � 	
pred � plant

num � sing
pred � be
tense � past
adjunct � � � obj � xcomp � subj � pred � �PRO��

inf � �
to � �
obj � spec � det � pred � the

adjunct �  � pred � cigarette
num � sing

pers � 	
pred � filter
num � pl
pers � 	

pred � make
subj � pred � �PRO��
pers � 	
num � sing

pred � contract
adjunct � � � obj � pers � 	

num � sing
pred � lorillard

pform � with
pred � with

pform � under
pred � under

��be�q�the�sing����plant���
� ��be���own���and�q�sing����hollingsworth�����

q�sing����vose�����
q�sing����co�������

q�ud�
���
�����
� �md������

� ���under�q�sing����contract�q�ud����PRO������
���make�q�ud����PRO������

q�the�pl�����filter����
� md�����
�
� q�sing��
�cigarette��
�������

� �md������
� ���with�q�sing���lorillard��������
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